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Allan Peterkin may be the author of 1000 Beards and co-author of The Bearded Gentleman. After
years of being much maligned in Western culture, the mustache is savoring a cultural
renaissance, because of the annual phenomenon of Movember (the international marketing
campaign where men grow facial hair during the month of November to improve funds for
prostate malignancy research;One Thousand Mustaches is both a lighthearted cultural history
and an earnest design manual: it's the tale of the 'stache through the ages and its own
manifestations in politics, battle, movies, music, sports, and art, as well as information on various
'stache styles and how to grow and wear them with pride. See them and more designs here in
1000 Mustaches: a book for those with mo's, and those who like 'em. Shaving companies are
offering new-fangled mustache groomers, and even Dr Seuss's mustachioed The Lorax has made
a comeback. in 2011, 1. The book also contains numerous photos and drawings
throughout.Contemplating a handlebar or considering a Fu Manchu?8 million men in fourteen
countries participated), and the retro/modern mo's sported by the likes of Ryan Gosling, Ashton
Kutcher, and James Franco.The 'stache is back!
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Three Stars I would like to have picture some real live photos plus some up to date mustaches
Not really what I had hoped for. Wasn't as entertaining or informational simply because I had
hoped. Short read and for whatever reason I wasn't actually inspired to finish. INTERESTING
BOOK Very interesting book on moustaches. Great gift I bought this book as something special
for a co worker that is clearly a mustache lover and he was so pleasantly surpized it was very
informative and great pics. Thanks Alan for putting it all together! An easy and factual continue
reading 'Staches. Scanning this book is a lot more than fun and an easy task to get, I get to know
more about background and men's philosophy through this advanced facial hair. Who'da
thought there have been both mandatory undesired facial hair and facial hair prejudice across
cultures and over the centuries? Being a lover of and author of all things facial fur myself you
can imagine how very thrilled I was when I was presented with this book on the holidays,
therefore excited I made the mistake of financing it out and also have yet to get it back! A Fun
and Entertaining Read. Thanks :) Thanks to the author and men who like their mustache. This
reserve help me to provide my exhibition task "mustache and identity", thanks a lot again! An
extremely enjoyable read indeed! It really explains in details the history about moustache and
who've worn it through the entire years. Superb for the price The #1 Authority On The
Moustache! A splendid Read! Both entertaining and highly informative! :) Five Stars My
stepfather highly enjoyed this as something special. So I bought another duplicate if that tells
you anything! Very well-known moustaches we have heard about!. Douglas Smythe[.-E..]
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